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SENIOR SCOUT PROGRAM & LOBO ADVENTURES 

 
SENIOR SCOUT PROGRAMS: 
 
Special programs are conducted for the seasoned Scouts who want to work on more demanding merit badges, who 
need to develop skills in more technical fields of study or who simply want the thrill of engaging in the high risk 
activities offered by the LOBO program.  In addition to individual endeavors, senior Scouts can band together with 
Scouts from other troops and form a Senior Scout Patrol (SSP) to participate in camp-wide activities and special 
programs.   
 
Participation in Senior Scout programs is limited to Scouts age 14 and older.  Don’t ask for exceptions based on good 
looks or accelerated maturity etc. because we go by the Gregorian calendar and nothing else. 
 
The following merit badges and activities are reserved for our senior Scouts: 
            Chemistry 
            First Aid 
            Geocaching  
            Motorboating 
            SCUBA Diving Merit Badge (not available week 2) 
            Shotgun Shooting 
            Low and High COPE (Challenging Outdoor Personal Experience) 
            SCUBA BSA (not available week 2) 
            Geocaching Challenge 
            Nightcrawling on camp trails (if you have to ask you’re in for a surprise) 
            Snorkeling around Teddy Bear Island 
              Stand Up Paddleboarding / Snorkeling BSA – 2 pack 
            Archery/Powderball Trap Shooting 
            Forming and competing as “A Team” in the Fire Hose Competition and Frisbee Tournament.  The “A Team”  
  may compete with the LOBO Patrol, staff, adult leaders and other ad hoc “All Star” teams.   
 
 

LOBO PROGRAM: 

 
Participation in the LOBO Patrol requires an additional $50 fee.  The program will provide time for merit badge work in 
the morning and high adventure LOBO Activities in the afternoon.  There also is an option for an evening activity in 
case the patrol has stamina for “one more go at it”.  A minimum of six participants is required. 
 
Lobodians (as Scouts enrolled in LOBO Patrol are called) will participate from 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM in extreme activities 
scheduled by the staff.  Lobodians will have the option of choosing some of their own events on Wednesday of each 
week -- this schedule could be affected by inclement weather but it’s tentatively planned to go as follows: 
 
            Monday:                     Choose  from LOBO Activities which include the following: 
    Introductions and teambuilding plus choice from the following options: 
                                         Cast and shoot ball ammunition from muzzleloaders 
                                              Boundary hike of Camp Sequassen 
    Mountain Boarding 
                                             Any do-able activity with concurrence of patrol members and staff        
 
            Tuesday:                     Waterfront picnic and Low COPE 

 
Wednesday:                     Lobodian’s choice of tubing on the Farmington River or rock climbing off site 
                               
Thursday:                        High COPE 
 
Friday:                            Wrap up followed by Land and Sea games 
 
 

Additionally, Lobodians may select a night adventure from the following list: 
            Nightcrawling 
            Overnight on Curatole Island i.e., the only island on West Hill Pond 
            Overnight at the haunted Hessian Village (not offered if the stream is dry as that portends a bad night’s sleep) 
 


